Fleet Management
Complete visibility for a safer, more efficient fleet

A lot of things can go wrong out on the road. Vehicles can break down or fleet personnel can drive inefficiently. Weather and traffic complications can cause drivers to be delayed and get behind schedule.

If you can’t see what’s happening to your fleet, you can’t take action to prevent and fix the problems, and productivity, and safety — Fleet Management solutions from Sprint help you keep an eye on your fleet — virtually wherever it goes. With easy web-based access to information on vehicle location and status, you can proactively make your fleet safer, more productive, and more efficient than ever.

How we can help
Sprint offers telematics tracking and monitoring solutions that provide real-time visibility of your fleet, using advanced GPS tracking and reporting over the Sprint network, and giving you the ability to manage your fleet more simply and efficiently.

With greater insight into fleet operations, you can better understand and optimize driver behavior to reduce fuel and maintenance costs. And with the ability to track and monitor location, and even receive alerts when a driver gets off schedule, you can respond to issues in the field faster than ever before.

With Sprint’s Fleet Management solutions your business can benefit from:

• State-of-the-art technology to track and monitor fleet location, activity, and performance
• Customizable reports to help you manage your fleet more easily
• Advanced alerts that help you proactively improve driver safety and fleet efficiency
• Sprint experience and expertise to select and implement a solution that best meets the needs of your business

What you’ll get
With a Fleet Management solution from Sprint you get:*

• Real-time location data telling you where a vehicle is, where it’s been, and when it was there
• Alerts when a driver attempts to leave a designated zone
• Stop and idle reports that help you monitor productivity and efficiency
• Automated reporting to help you monitor compliance, reduce fines, save time, and increase safety
• Customizable driver behavior reports and alerts to help you proactively coach your drivers
• Automatic wake-up if a vehicle is being towed or moved

*Available features may vary by solution
What this means for you, and your organization

With a complete Fleet Management solution from Sprint, you can benefit from:

• Increased efficiency with data that helps you optimize routes and schedules

• Increased productivity with the monitoring tools to ensure drivers are on task and on schedule

• Improved customer satisfaction with quicker dispatch and service

• Reduced costs with automated fuel efficiency reporting

• Superior driver safety with real-time vehicle and driver data

• Easier compliance with automated reporting

Is Sprint Fleet Management right for you?

Does your organization:

• Manage a fleet of vehicles in the field?

• Struggle to know where your vehicles are at any time?

• Want to reduce fuel and maintenance costs?

• Place a premium on safer drivers and reducing risk?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then your organization could benefit from greater fleet insight. And we can help.

Let's talk

Find out what Sprint Fleet Management solutions can do for you. Contact your local Sprint representative today to learn more. Call 1-877-633-1102 or see more details on sprint.com/business

Solutions: Available on select devices and may require add’l plans / fees. CL only.
GPS: GPS reliability varies. 3¢ / KB for use without a data plan.
Other Terms: Offers and coverage not available everywhere. Restrictions apply. See sprint.com or rep for details.
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